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Non-volcanic tremor driven by large transient
shear stresses
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The tectonics of the region are dominated by the slow subduction
of the Juan de Fuca and Explorer plates underneath the North
American plate, with the trench located off the west coast of
Vancouver Island21 (Fig. 1). This subduction zone is well known
because it is the place where episodic tremor and slip (ETS), the
repeated coincidence of geodetically observed slow-slip and elevated
levels of non-volcanic tremor at regular intervals, was first discovered7. Non-volcanic tremor has been observed running almost the
entire length of Vancouver Island3,22. Examining the seismic records
of the Denali earthquake in Vancouver Island, we identified shakinginduced tremor bursts in northern Vancouver Island. There are indications that tremor was also triggered on Southern Vancouver Island,
but it was overprinted by stronger, triggered earthquake activity.
Thus, we focused on the northern region.
In the recordings of the Denali mainshock at high frequencies we
can identify Denali’s P waves, locally triggered tremor and locally
triggered earthquakes (Fig. 2). At low frequencies the Love and
Rayleigh waves from Denali are visible. The tremor appeared in five
bursts that peaked at 310, 345, 365, 386 and 415 s at station PHC, with
distinct gaps between some of the bursts. There are additional patterns of high-frequency energy that differed for each station, especially in the interval from 425 to 500 s, whose origin is not clear. The
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Non-impulsive seismic radiation or ‘tremor’ has long been
observed at volcanoes1 and more recently around subduction
zones2. Although the number of observations of non-volcanic
tremor is steadily increasing, the causative mechanism remains
unclear. Some have attributed non-volcanic tremor to the movement of fluids2–6, while its coincidence with geodetically observed
slow-slip events at regular intervals7,8 has led others to consider slip
on the plate interface as its cause7–14. Low-frequency earthquakes in
Japan, which are believed to make up at least part of non-volcanic
tremor9, have focal mechanisms10 and locations11 that are consistent with tremor being generated by shear slip on the subduction
interface. In Cascadia, however, tremor locations appear to be more
distributed in depth than in Japan3,4, making them harder to reconcile with a plate interface shear-slip model. Here we identify bursts
of tremor that radiated from the Cascadia subduction zone near
Vancouver Island, Canada, during the strongest shaking from the
moment magnitude Mw 5 7.8, 2002 Denali, Alaska, earthquake.
Tremor occurs when the Love wave displacements are to the southwest (the direction of plate convergence of the overriding plate),
implying that the Love waves trigger the tremor. We show that
these displacements correspond to shear stresses of approximately
40 kPa on the plate interface, which suggests that the effective stress
on the plate interface is very low. These observations indicate that
tremor and possibly slow slip can be instantaneously induced by
shear stress increases on the subduction interface—effectively a
frictional failure response to the driving stress.
To understand the source physics of non-volcanic tremor we
need to know how it initiates, and more specifically whether it can
be initiated by dynamic stresses. Obara2 identified three different
earthquakes of local magnitude MJ $ 5 that may have triggered tremor. Following this initial study, Obara15 identified many more
earthquakes that may have triggered tremor, including local microearthquakes (2 # MJ # 3), local medium magnitude earthquakes
(3 # MJ # 6.5), and large earthquakes (Mw $ 7.0 at .1,000 km).
These findings led Miyazawa and Mori to closely examine tremor
triggered by the Mw 5 8.3 Tokachi-Oki16 and the 2004 Sumatra
earthquakes17. For the specific geometry of the Sumatra earthquake
and its orientation relative to the Japanese subduction zone, dilatational stresses associated with the Rayleigh wave were inferred to be
much more effective than horizontal shear stresses in triggering
tremor17. On the basis of this finding, it was hypothesized that fluid
flow facilitates tremor17,18.
Inspired by the above findings, we examined seismic recordings of
the 3 November 2002 Mw 5 7.8 Denali earthquake, which triggered
seismicity throughout much of western North America19. In this case,
directivity focused and amplified seismic waves towards western
North America, especially the Love waves19,20. Examining these
seismograms, we found clear evidence of triggered tremor near
Vancouver Island.
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Figure 1 | Map of Vancouver Island. Local geologic features, Canadian
National Seismic Network (CNSN) stations on the island (white squares,
broadband; grey triangles, short period), and the location of the triggered
tremor (black star) are indicated on the map. The stations we used to locate
the triggered tremor are indicated with bold type. Solid lines indicate
isodepths (shown in kilometres) of the interface between the Juan de Fuca
and the North American plates; dotted lines indicate isodepths of the
interface between the Explorer and the North American plates; solid line
with triangles indicates the location of the plate interface at the earth’s
surface. Figure modified with permission from figure 1b in ref. 22.
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five bursts were similar across many stations and had a move-out
consistent with a single location (Supplementary Fig. 1). The relative
timing of the tremor arrivals differed from that of the through-going
Denali surface waves, so we can be sure that the tremor is not an
artefact of filtering or an instrumental effect caused by large amplitudes. The simultaneous arrival of the Rayleigh waves and the tremor
at station PHC is merely a coincidence, because their relative timing
has not yet been corrected for different source locations and propagation velocities.
Our triggered tremor observations cover the broad range of frequencies 4–30 Hz with signal-to-noise ratio exceeding 10:1. In contrast, observations of tremor during an ETS episode (‘ETS tremor’)
are strongest in a narrower band (1–10 Hz). We examined other
reported incidences of earthquake-triggered tremor16,17 and found
similarly high signal amplitudes for a broad range of frequencies.
While the visible bandwidth of triggered and ETS tremor is different,
spectral comparison revealed that both have a similar high-frequency
spectral shape (Supplementary Fig. 2), with the larger signal-to-noise
ratio of the triggered tremor making it visible at a broader range of
frequencies. It follows that ETS tremor and triggered tremor may be
generated by the same physical process. We note that while the spectra of the triggered tremor diverges from the ETS tremor below 2 Hz,
this difference arises because the triggered tremor is superposed on
lower-frequency S coda and surface waves from the Denali earthquake. Like previous studies2,3,9, we found that tremor is deficient
in high frequencies relative to earthquakes.
We located the tremor by a search over a grid of possible locations,
cross-correlating the envelopes from the four best recordings of a
window containing the three largest bursts of tremor. This method
is similar to that used by Obara2. We corrected the known-to-beerroneous timing at stations HOLB and EDB by 13 s and 102 s
respectively. These figures were determined from phase-arrival residuals of local earthquakes occurring on the same day as the Denali
earthquake. The epicentral location of the tremor is tightly constrained to be 50.19uN 6 6 km and 127.61uW 6 4 km (Fig. 1). The
source depth is loosely constrained to lie between 10 and 34 km.
Epicentral locations obtained for the first and second bursts place
them approximately 10 and 6 km to the southwest of the joint location for bursts 2 to 4. This suggests that the tremor may have
migrated in a northeasterly direction. The triggered tremor is located

further north and more up-dip than the majority of ETS tremor in
the region22. This may indicate that slightly different conditions are
needed to produce triggered tremor rather than ETS tremor.
To understand the triggering relationship between the surface
waves and the tremor, we take the location of the tremor and shift
the tremor and surface waves seismograms such that they directly
reflect the timing relationship at the source location of the tremor
(Fig. 3). The first four bursts of tremor were clearly triggered by the
Love waves, but the Rayleigh waves arrived in time possibly to contribute to the fourth and fifth bursts. The tremor occurred when the
Love wave displacement was southwest, but halted when the displacement reversed to the northeast. This is the expected polarity if
the ambient stress field causes tremor, that is, when the Love waves
from Denali amplified the shear stress in the direction of plate
motion on the subduction interface. The amplitude of the triggered
tremor also appears to scale with the up-dip shear stress of the Love
waves resolved onto the plate interface.
The geometry of the Denali earthquake and Cascadia subduction
zone is unique in that the surface waves from Denali propagated
parallel to the strike of the subduction zone. This means that the
Love waves are polarized such that their motions are parallel to the
convergence direction and the Rayleigh wave motions oscillate parallel to the subduction zone strike. This geometry directs nearly all of
the shear stress associated with the Love wave to alternately promoting and resisting plate convergence, while less of the stress associated
with the Rayleigh wave directly affects plate convergence. This unique
geometry and the fact that the Love waves are much larger than the
Rayleigh waves explains why the Love waves triggered tremor and the
Rayleigh waves did not.
We quantified the stresses and their timing on the subduction
interface using synthetic seismograms that match the surface waves
of the Denali earthquake on Vancouver Island (Supplementary Figs 3
and 4). In this calculation the Love waves caused the maximum shear
stress resolved in the updip/downdip direction (43 kPa), while the
maximum dilatational stress, which was caused by the Rayleigh
waves, was only 12 kPa. The significantly larger shear stresses on
the plate interface suggest that they were responsible for the triggering. For dilatation to be responsible for the tremor, it would require
the tremor to be at least three times more sensitive to dilatation than
shear. Even more compelling evidence for shear-triggered tremor is
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Figure 2 | Broadband, three-component recording of the Denali
earthquake and locally triggered tremor and earthquakes. Record from
station PHC showing the P wave and surface waves from Denali and locally
triggered tremor and earthquakes. Raw records for transverse (a, 238u)

radial (b, 148u) and vertical velocity (c). d, 5 Hz high-pass-filtered vertical
velocity trace. Triggered local earthquakes are indicated by grey asterisks in
the bottom panel.
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that the timing of the tremor pulses and the shear stress increases
match, while the Rayleigh waves arrive too late to trigger tremor.
The modest shear stress changes required to trigger tremor suggest
several possible conditions within the subduction zone where the
tremor occurred: the effective stress (the difference between the normal stress and pore pressure) is very low, the static friction and shear
strength are low, and/or the stresses were near critical levels at the
time of the Denali earthquake. Evidence from triggered earthquakes
leads to similar suggestions. The existence of low effective stresses is
consistent with earthquakes in geothermal fields (regions with hot
fluids/gas that are presumably under high pressure) triggering under
lower dynamic stresses (as low as 5 kPa; ref. 23) than in other crustal
regions (of the order of hundreds to thousands of kilopascals; ref. 24).
It is also consistent with a theoretical rate-state frictional model of
ETS25. The recurrence interval of ,14 months between slow slip
events in northern Cascadia and estimates showing they relax much
(about two-thirds) of the stress accumulated during the interval26
provide evidence for the second possibility: a weak interface.
We hypothesize that shear stress on the plate interface from
the Love waves of the Denali earthquake triggered the tremor.
Specifically, by analogy with ETS, we suggest that the shearing caused
by the Love waves induced slow shear-failure on the plate interface,
radiating the tremor we observe. Thus when the Love waves stressed
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the fault in the sense of the subduction deformation, the megathrust
allowed an increment of subduction-directed fault slip, accompanied
by tremor. In other words, tremor reflects a process in which failure
follows a simple frictional behaviour. This model is consistent with
the observations that the tremor is only triggered when the ambient
stress field is amplified and that the tremor amplitude scales with the
amplitude of the shear stresses associated with the triggering waves.
Our idea that triggered tremor follows a simple frictional threshold
can also be used to explain the observations of triggered tremor that
previous authors have attributed to dilatation and fluid flow17,18. For
those cases where large dilatations are observed coincident with triggered tremor, we argue that the dilatations would also reduce normal
stresses on the plate interface, thus increasing the likelihood of frictional failure.
Although we appeal to frictional failure as the physical mechanism
responsible for generating the triggered tremor we observe, we still
believe fluids to be important: we expect that high fluid pressures
within the subduction zone do facilitate the slip. We suggest that the
phenomenon we observed—low stress-drop or slow shear-failure in
response to dynamically elevated shear stress—may also occur in
locations closer to mainshock fault ruptures (where dynamic stresses
are large), which implies that it may be important in the rupture
process itself.
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Figure 3 | Comparison of tremor and the surface waves that triggered it at
the site where the tremor is radiated. a, Tremor at the closest station BPBC,
time-adjusted by 5.14 s to reflect the travel time of S waves from the tremor
source to BPBC. We used the epicentre determined for the window
containing the second to fourth bursts of tremor and a depth of 15 km, the
approximate depth of the plate interface, to estimate this travel time. Bursts
one and two appear early because a single correction was applied to sources
with different locations. Bursts 1 and 2 emanate from a source closer to
BPBC than the sources corresponding to the bursts used to derive the
correction; their locations would require shifts of ,1.0 and 0.8 s to the right,
respectively, aligning them more closely with the triggering surface waves.
b, d, e, Instrument-corrected displacement seismograms for the transverse,
radial and vertical components at PHC, the closest three-component,
broadband station to the tremor, shifted by 8.40 s seconds to reflect the
difference in arrival time of the third and largest Love wave pulse at PHC and
at the tremor source. The velocity for each triggering Love wave pulse was
estimated using its relative arrival times at ten broadband stations on
Vancouver Island and on the Canadian mainland. Because surface waves are
dispersive—that is, their velocity depends on their wavelength—the

correction we have applied is too large for the faster surface wave arrivals (for
example, the first triggering pulse should be shifted left ,0.9 s) and too small
for the slower surface wave arrivals (for example, the last triggering pulse
should be shifted right ,0.5 s). The tremor appears to turn on when
displacement is to the southwest and turn off when it is to the northeast,
suggesting that the strains induced by the passage of the Love waves
modulated the tremor. c, Predicted maximum shear stress on the plate
interface from the five triggering Love wave pulses is plotted as a vertical bar
centred on the maximum of each pulse. The shear stress values do not have a
1:1 relationship with the observed displacements because the stresses
induced by a surface wave depend on the period of the waves. In this
geometry, as the period of the Love waves increases, the shear stress on the
plate interface decreases (Supplementary Fig. 5). Using a transfer function
from surface displacement to shear stress on the plate interface determined
from the synthetic seismograms (Supplementary Figs 3 to 5), we estimate the
amount of shear stress on the plate interface by determining the period and
maximum amplitude of the five triggering bursts from the displacement
seismograms at PHC.
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